
 The thesis deals with the “New Anti-Capitalist Left” (Nová antikapitalistická levice, 

NAL), a Czech group radically leftist group that had been established in Prague in the autumn 

2009 under the leadership of Nikola Čech, who was a member of the organization World 

Revolution (Revo) at the time. Revo was considered to be a Trotskyist group. The NAL was 

concentrating to ideological work as well as attending academic seminars, demonstrations or 

blockades of far-right activists. It was organizing summer camps where there notable leftist 

intellectuals were giving lectures, and not only at these camps the NAL was able to establish 

connections to a fairly wide spectrum of leftist individuals and groups, it was especially 

cooperating with the KSČM (The Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia). Since 

approximately 2013, it the NAL was functioning besides a citizens’ association Left 

Perspective (Levá perspektiva), since 2014 only the LP is active. 

 The thesis describes, at first, generally the activities and personal background of 

NAL/LP and the attitudes of their members and active supporters (who we consider persons 

who were contributing to the web portals of the groups). Then it analyzes its relations and 

ideological closeness to other Leftist subjects, both political parties (Communist Party of 

Bohemia and Moravia, Czech Social Democratic Party and the Green Party) and groups that 

have other or no legal form (Unity of Labour and Solidarity, Socialist Organization of 

Workers, Revo, Revolutionary Internationalist Organization, Socialist Solidarity and the 

Socialist Alternative-Future). 

 The final part of the thesis aims to situate the group ideologically: we examine 

whether the group was Marxist, if so, whether we can label it as Classically, Orthodox or 

Modernly Marxist (we use the Heywood’s classification), and if not, whether it was rather 

Social-Democratic or Anarchist. To achieve this, we uses sources as the Main Currents of 

Marxism, a monumental work by Kołakowski, as well as texts of Marx and his followers, 

firstly the Communist Manifesto by him and Engels.  


